Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 293 K; mean (Si-F) = 0.003 Å; disorder in solvent or counterion; R factor = 0.033; wR factor = 0.107; data-toparameter ratio = 13.1.
The trinuclear cation of the title compound, [Ni 3 (C 2 H 5 N 5 ) 6 (-H 2 O) 6 ][SiF 6 ] 3 Á20H 2 O, has the six 3,5-diamino-1,2,4-triazole ligands each bridging two metal atoms; the metal atom in the middle, which lies on a special position (of 32 site symmetry), is connected to six N atoms in an octahedral geometry. The other metal atom, which lies on a special position (of 3 site symmetry), is connected to three N atoms and three O atoms. One hexafluroridosilicate anion lies on a site of 3 symmetry and the other lies on a site of 3 symmetry. The hexacation, dianions and uncoordinated water molecules interact through hydrogen bonds to form a three-dimensional network. One uncoordinated water molecule is disordered, with site occupancy 0.3.
Related literature
For the structure of the title hexacation as the hydrated sulfate salt, see: Zhang et al. (2007) .
Experimental
Crystal data [Ni 3 (C 2 
Data collection
Bruker APEX area-detector diffractometer Absorption correction: multi-scan (SADABS; Sheldrick, 1996) T min = 0.560, T max = 0.646 25347 measured reflections 2420 independent reflections 2093 reflections with I > 2(I) , whose charge is balanced by the sulfate anions. The N-heterocyclic ligands each bridge two nickel atoms (Zhang et al., 2007) . The corresponding synthesis with nickel hexafluoridosilicate in place of nickel sulfate gave the analogous cluster cation (Scheme I, Fig. 1 ). The cation and anions interact through the coordinated and free water molecules to give rise to a three-dimensional, hydrogen bonded network.
Experimental
Single crystal of the compound were grown by diffusing 3,5-diamino-1,2,4-triazole (0.020 g, 0.2 mmol) dissolved in methanol (5 ml) into nickle(II) hexafluorosilicate (0.027 g, 0.1 mmol) dissolved in water (5 ml).
Refinement
As one of the five water molecules (O5) lies on a special position of 2 site symmetry, the occupancy would be 0.5. However, the refinement of this atom at the default occupancy lead to a large temperature factor. The refinement of the occupancy factor led to a value of about 0.3; this atom was then allowed to refine off the symmetry element. As the occupancy was nearly 0.3, the occupancy was arbitrarily fixed as 0.3333 so that the formula unit has 20 lattice water molecules.
The N-and O-bound H atoms (other than those of the diordered water molecule) were found in difference maps and were refined with distance restraints of O-H = N-H = O.85±0.01 Å; for the water molecules, an additional H···H = 1.39±0.01 Å restraint was imposed. The U iso (H) values were tied to those of the parent atoms by a factor of 1.5. The H atoms of the disordered water molecule were placed in chemically sensible positions but were not refined. 
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